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Proraso Cologne Azur Lime
Founded in 1908 by Ludovico Martelli, Proraso
has been setting trends in the shaving world for
three generations. Proraso was first embraced
by Italian barbers and then by an ever-growing
number of home shavers. The Proraso labs
create products that stand the test of time,
defy passing trends and become classics.
Over time, the formulas based on natural
and trusted ingredients, are enriched and
improved. They create professional, quality
products with no parabens, no silicones, no
mineral oils and no artificial colours, and the
packaging is refreshed. And that’s exactly
what they deliver with this fresh scent
of bergamot and Mediterranean citrus.
This light but long lasting fragrance is the
perfect final touch in a routine of authentic
wellbeing – like Australian fathers. Clearly.
Available at Shaver Shop or online at
shavershop.com.au and mensbiz.com.au
For more info go to prorasoaustralia.com.au

100ml
$45

RRP

RRP

75ml
$12.95

25ml
$6.95

Marvis Toothpaste
Imported from Florence, Italy, Marvis is
the world’s most exclusive, classic luxury
toothpaste. Created using a long, precise
traditional method which guarantees a rich,
smooth texture, it’s especially effective in
heightening the intensity of the flavour and
creating a refreshing protective and whitening
effect. Marvis reinterprets the concept of
toothpaste, turning a simple daily act into the
pure pleasure of life, discovery and taste, day
after day. It’s an awesome statement of elegance
to any bathroom fit for a King – like your Dad
perhaps. Available online at mensbiz.com.au
For more info go to marvisaustralia.com.au

JBL Flip 4 Waterproof
Bluetooth Speaker
RRP

The new JBL Flip 4 is the all-purpose, all-weather
music companion. This portable Bluetooth speaker
delivers surprisingly powerful stereo sound in a
compact design. Listen to 12 hours of continuous,
high-quality audio anywhere, anytime. Whether you
are outdoors, indoors, by the pool or at the beach
the Flip 4 has durable, waterproof fabric materials
that are available in an array of cool colours.
You also get built-in noise and echo cancelling

speakerphone for crystal clear conference calls or
you can activate and talk to Siri or Google Now with
a simple touch of the button. And, to top it off, the
JBL Flip 4 has JBL Connect+ technology letting you
connect over 100 JBL Connect+ speakers at once –
so you can amplify your listening experience! The new
JBL Flip 4 is the portable, great sounding, all weather
Bluetooth speaker that takes the party anywhere.
Available online and at most major retail stores

$125
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